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Salty     - feeling upset or slighted in some way, 
specifically refers to being teary eyed, as in your face 
is salty with tears. 

Ex. The students were salty when they found out they had 
homework tonight.

Extra       - dramatic, excessive, extraordinary, used 
alone without a noun. 

Ex. “Did you see the slo mo in Wonder Woman? So extra.”



● Activities for preparing pre-service teachers

● Activities for high school students

● Activities for you!

Presentation Overview



Preparing Pre-service Teachers to Teach Grammar
300-level Teaching Grammar course

● Pre-service teachers have diverse interests, varied 
grammatical and pedagogical knowledge

● Best practices include learning to use mentor texts to 
teach grammar



Activities for Preparing Pre-service Teachers

Activities from Sean Ruday’s The Common Core Grammar 
Toolkit: Using Mentor Texts to Teach the Language Standards 
in Grades 3-5 website

● Annotated Bibliography

● Graphic Organizers

https://www.routledge.com/Common-Core-Grammar-Toolkit-The-Using-Mentor-Texts-to-Teach-the-Language/Ruday/p/book/9781596672475


Activities for Preparing Pre-service Teachers

Activities from Sean Ruday’s The Common Core Grammar 
Toolkit: Using Mentor Texts to Teach the Language Standards 
in Grades 3-5 website

● Annotated Bibliography

● Graphic Organizers
○ 1st unit = “Language Change and Variation”

https://www.routledge.com/Common-Core-Grammar-Toolkit-The-Using-Mentor-Texts-to-Teach-the-Language/Ruday/p/book/9781596672475


Common Core State Standards
Knowledge of Language:

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.3

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or 
listening.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.3.a

Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.5.3.b

Compare and contrast the varieties of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories, 
dramas, or poems.

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/3/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/3/b/


Graphic Organizers
Dialect Analysis Graphic Organizer

Original Text New Text You 
Created

How do you 
think the piece 

would be 
different if the 

character used 
formal 

language?

Why, do you 
think, did the 

writer choose to 
have the 
character 

communicate in 
the way he or 

she did?

Reproduced with permission from Ruday, The Common Core Grammar Toolkit. Copyright 2013 
Routledge. All rights reserved. www.routledge.com



Graphic Organizers
Linguistic Practices Graphic Organizer

Character What kind of language
will this character use?

What will the 
character’s

language reveal about
her or him?

Reproduced with permission from Ruday, The Common Core Grammar Toolkit. Copyright 2013 
Routledge. All rights reserved. www.routledge.com



Mentor Texts



Poetry in Inside Out and Back Again
● Repetition for emphasis
● Descriptive Imagery - 5 senses
● Metaphor and Simile
● Onomatopoeia and Hyperbole



Repetition and Verb Forms
“Now I am ten, learning
To embroider circular stitches,
To calculate fractions into percentages
To nurse my papaya tree to bear many 
fruits.” (IOBA, 2)
 

Repetition helps students explore correct verb usage, parallel form, and 
subject verb agreement. Have students explain why these sentences 
“make sense” and have them practice by writing repetitious sentences of 
their own. 

“After President Thieu’s 
Talk talk talk --
Of winning the war,
Of democracy,
Of our fathers’ bravery --” 
(IOBA, 32)



Descriptive Imagery
“I wake up with dragonflies zipping through my gut.” (139)

“It helps that the morning air glides cool like a constant washcloth against my 
face.” (139)

“My new teacher has brown curls looped tight to her scalp like circles in a 
beehive.” (139)

Practice descriptive imagery by having students draw or look up pictures 
of parts of the text, then have them write their own poems or narratives 
using their five senses. 



Metaphor and Simile
“A seed like
A fish eye,
Slippery, 
Shiny,
Black.” 
(IOBA, 8)

“Two green thumbs
That will grow into
Orange-yellow 
delights
Smelling of summer.” 
(IOBA, 21)

“In the distance
Bombs
Explode like thunder,
Slashes
Lighten the sky, 
Gunfire
Falls like rain.”
(IOBA, 48)

Have students draw a visual representation of the metaphors and similes 
and then come up with their own. 



Onomatopoeia and Hyperbole

Poetry is a great resource for discussing the little “extras” of English 
semantics. I have students create comics to practice their skills. 







Grammar Poems
● Inside Out and Back Again is full 

of grammar specific poems
● When we get to one of these 

poems we discuss the grammar 
rule and think of when and how it 
applies. 

● Then we create our own 
grammar poems based on the 
examples we have seen or 
learned in class. 

Fourth Rule

Some verbs
switch all over
just because.

I am
She is
They are
He was
They were

Would be simpler
if English 
and life
were logical.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jrbWbShmDkJ4DGC2abirCXam6Lipl4D86tqgLNfoGpk/edit?usp=sharing


Contractions through Holes
● Mini Lesson about contractions
● Find examples in the book
● Break them down into original 

parts
● Distinguish between punctuation 

marks. 
○ How is a contraction different from a 

possessive apostrophe? 
○ How do you tell it’s an apostrophe and 

not quotation marks?  
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Activities
In groups of 2 or 3, complete one of the following activities and prepare to 
share your work.

Option 1. Scan the passage from “Holes” for a significant grammatical concept 
exemplified in the text.

Using the Annotated Bibliography handout as a guide, highlight excerpts that 
illustrate the concept. Discuss how you might use these excerpts as part of a 
grammar or writing lesson.

Option 2. Complete the Dialect Analysis Graphic Organizer handout using the 
passage from “Holes”. Discuss how you might use this graphic organizer as 
part of a grammar or writing lesson.



Q&A

Sarah Case - scase@mp.edzone.net

April Burke - april.burke@cmich.edu
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